
 

Start with black 

Runners will stay on middle of dirt road and run the square road around the polo field. Runners navigate 

3 left turns. As they pass the arena they will stay on upper side of road, headed toward the pond behind 

the start line. The distance to the gate at the pond is about 800 meters 

Runners will follow the cut path around the pond. Watch your footing and take a right path down to the 

lower path towards the lower loop. Cross the sidewalk into the lower loop. You will reach the 1 mile 

mark about 100 meters past the sidewalk.  

2nd mile in blue 

Continue this loop counter clockwise around the loop until you see the right turn across the bridge. 

There is a short climb up to a sidewalk to your right. You will make a left in the “forest” which is through 

the trees. As you come out of the trees, there are 3 dips in the grass to watch for. Continue up to the 

path and head towards the park. You will run past the gazebo onto the grass and head towards the polo 

field. Turn right and follow the dirt road around past the arena. Runners will cross the road to the upper 

side and head back to the pond. As you enter the pond path you have reached the 2 mile mark 



3rd mile in red 

Follow the same route along the pond path, right turn to the lower path toward the sidewalk. On this 2nd 

loop runners will turn LEFT and run along the sidewalk and directed towards the dirt loop. Follow this 

dirt path back toward the left turn toward the bridge. Now we are getting ready to make our move for 

last 800. Turn left back through the trees forest. Come out of the forest to the path headed towards the 

park. To finish, as runners hit the grass they will go right and then a left to the final grass straight along 

the side of the park. There is about 60-80 meters of grass to the finish line 

The course measures at about 3.08 miles 

  


